ABSTRACT Multifocus image fusion utilizes the clear parts of multiple images from the same scene to generate a new image, which includes more information about the scene than any of the individual source images. In this paper, a multifocus image fusion method based on robust sparse representation (RSR) and an adaptive pulse-coupled neural network (PCNN) is presented. Each source image is first decomposed with RSR to obtain a sparse coefficients matrix and a residuals matrix. Second, the spatial frequency of the residuals matrix is calculated as the motivation for PCNN neurons, and a salience map of the source image is proposed as an adaptive linking strength for the PCNN. The initial decision map is acquired by comparing the ignition frequency maps of the source images obtained through PCNN. Then, the final decision map is achieved through morphological opening and closing operations. Finally, the fused image is obtained by employing a weighted fusion rule. Experimental results indicate that the proposed method is effective and better than other existing popular fusion methods regarding both objective and subjective evaluations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the limited depth of the field of optical lenses, objects can be captured and recorded only within a certain range of the imaging sensor devices, whereas objects outside the range are blurred [1] . This limitation is inadequate for precisely interpreting and analyzing images. Multifocus image fusion technology is an effective way to solve this problem. The method generates a single image in which all of the objects within the image are in focus by combining redundant and complementary information of multiple images from the same scene [2] . The fused image carries more information and is more reliable and accurate than the source images. Therefore, it is more suitable for human visual perception and image post processing [3] .
The multifocus image fusion techniques can be divided into the following two categories: spatial domain-based algorithms and transform domain-based algorithms [4] . Compared with the spatial domain-based algorithm, the transform domain-based algorithm has more advantages in characterizing the local features of the signal, thus making up for the lack of detail expression in the spatial domain-based algorithm. Therefore, the transform domain-based multiscale image fusion algorithm has become the mainstream fusion method [5] . For this type of algorithm, the basic idea is to first decompose the source image, and then integrate all the decompositions according to fusion rules to form one combined representation. Finally, the inverse transform is used to reconstruct the fused image [6] . The commonly used multiscale transform methods include discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [7] , contourlet transform (CT) [8] , curvelet transform (CVT) [9] and shearlet transform (ST) [10] . These methods represent their structure information very well, but can only extract limited direction information and cannot accurately extract the complete contours. Additionally, these methods lack shift invariance. This results in side effects such as pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon in the fusion results [11] . Because non-sampled contourlet transform (NSCT) and non-subsampled shearlet transform (NSST) have shift-invariance characteristics, they can successfully solve the pseudo-Gibbs problem [12] , [13] . However, these methods have high computational complexity and long running time limitations, which restrict their practical applications.
Furthermore, the multiscale transform method may lead to the loss of some useful information in the source image during the process of inverse transform, which will affect the final fusion results [14] .
In recent years, a new type of transform domain-based fusion method [15] - [17] has emerged. Different from the above mentioned multi-scale methods, these methods transform the image into a single scale feature domain. The most representative category belonging to this method is the method based on sparse representation (SR). SR-based methods can describe the images (or image patches) using a sparse linear combination of atoms selected from the overcomplete dictionary, and it can perform better than most conventional fusion methods [18] . In [19] , the SR-based method transformed the source image patches into a sparse domain and used the L1-norm of sparse coefficients as the activity level measurement. The SR-based method has some advantages over traditional MST-based methods for multifocus image fusion. For example, the SR-based method can extract the underlying information more completely. However, it also has some disadvantages, such as, a limited ability in detail preservation and a high sensitivity to misregistration, etc. [20] . Actually, these problems are significant in multifocus image fusion. To overcome the problems mentioned above, Zhang and Levine [21] proposed a robust sparse representation model (RSR), which used reconstruction error as the discriminant basis of the image focusing region. The focusing region should be more accurate using this technique. Because the most relevant purpose of multifocus image fusion is to judge the focused region and the unfocused region, RSR is more suitable for multifocus image fusion.
The application of neural networks in image processing is more prevalent [22] , [23] . Pulse-coupled neural networks (PCNN) are neural networks with biological qualities and are completely different from traditional artificial neural networks. Eckhorn et al. [24] proposed using PCNNs to explain the synchronous pulse bursts in the visual cortex of cats and monkeys. PCNNs have been widely employed in image processing, such as image segmentation and image enhancement, and have shown to be a very powerful image processing tool [25] . Therefore, many researchers have started to focus on the application of image fusion using PCNNs. For example, Huang and Jing [26] first computed the energy of image Laplacian of each image block. Then, a PCNN was applied to process the feature map. Finally, through comparing the outputs of the PCNN, the fused image was achieved by selecting the image blocks from the source images. Das and Kundu [27] used the PCNN and a modified spatial frequency to address medical image fusion. The advantage of this method is that it used the modified spatial frequency to motivate the PCNN and used the shift-invariance characteristics of NSCT. In this way, the images can be fused with high contrast, clarity and information. However, the performance of the above image fusion method based on PCNNs is limited because PCNNs have several parameters, and all of them play important roles in the model [28] . However, for most image fusion methods based on PCNNs, the parameters are fixed rather than adaptive. Nevertheless, the optimal parameters that set a PCNN for different images have poor versatility when they are applied in image fusion [29] . Therefore, a technique for adaptively setting parameters of the PCNN-based fusion method is needed.
Based on the above analysis, a novel multifocus image fusion method combining RSR with an adaptive PCNN (RSR-PCNN) is presented in this paper. Our method is based on using a newly introduced technique, i.e., RSR, as an effective way to construct low-dimensional linear-subspace representations from high-dimensional data such as images. The key to a successful SR-based image fusion is to obtain an efficient over-complete dictionary. In addition, the representation ability of the over-completed dictionary relies on the number of atoms in it, so a joint dictionary is proposed to represent the source images in this paper. Compared with a single dictionary, a joint dictionary can reflect the complex structure of an input image more accurately.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We propose to adopt the RSR model to decompose an image into a sparse coefficients matrix which corresponds to the background and a reconstruction error matrix which represents important image features. The dictionary is significant for SR and RSR, so a joint dictionary is constructed to represent the source images in the paper. Additionally, the parameters of RSR are discussed and set to obtain the best fusion results.
(2) A Spatial frequency (SF) of reconstruction error matrix is proposed to motivate the PCNN neurons in this paper. It measures the activity in the reconstruction error matrix via the gradient energy in rows and columns.
(3) To enlarge the difference in clarity between a pixel and its neighboring pixels, a salience map of the source image is designed as adaptive linking coefficients of the PCNN. Specifically, if the pixel in the source image is clearer, the linking coefficients of the PCNN are larger in the corresponding pixel in SF.
(4) In the initial decision map, the focus regions may contain some defocused patches. To avoid the misjudgment of pixels, the morphological opening and closing operations are proposed to optimize the initial decision map, and the final decision map is acquired.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is briefly introduced in Section 2. The proposed method presented in this paper is described in detail in Section 3. Section 4 includes the experiments and the evaluations of the results. Conclusions and future work are summarized in Section 5. 
II. RELATED WORK
where X ∈ R M ×N indicates the sparse coefficients matrix. X 0 represents the l 0 norm of X and E 2,0 represents the l 2,0 norm of E. D is an over complete dictionary. λ is a parameter which is employed to balance the effects of the two components in Eq. (1). The RSR model defined by formula (1) can be replaced by the following optimization problem [30] :
where X 1 represents the l 1 norm of X and E 2,1 represents the l 2,1 norm of E. The optimization problem in formula (2) is a convex problem, which can be solved by the linearized alternating direction method with adaptive penalty (LADMAP) [31] . This requires the minimization of the following augmented Laplace function:
where L is the Lagrange function used to eliminate conditional constraints in formula (2) . µ is a penalty function of the last item, and A, B represents the Euclidean inner product of matrices A and B. The iterative loop computes the minimum of the function through fixing one item in X and E to find another item, until it converges. The calculation formulas are:
where p is an iteration number. 
B. PULSE-COUPLED NEURAL NETWORK
The traditional PCNN is a feedback network. A single neuron of a PCNN consists of three parts: the receptive field, the modulation field, and the pulse generator [32] . PCNNs were proposed in the 1990s and gradually replaced the traditional neural networks. PCNNs do not need to learn or train, but they can extract the useful information from the complex background. They have become the most widely studied neural network model. Based on the original PCNN model, many modified PCNN models were presented by researchers for different purposes. In practical applications, a number of parameters in the original PCNN need to be set, which increases the difficulty and complexity of its usage. Consequently, the simplified model of PCNN has often been used. In this paper, we use an improved PCNN [33] , with neurons after q iterations, for which the mathematical formula is shown below.
where q is the number of iteration, ij represents a pixel in the image matrix position, I ij is an external input stimulus signal, Y ij and U ij are the output neurons of the external and internal state information, and Y ij is assigned either the binary value 0 or 1. F ij and L ij are the feedback input and the linking item. W ij,mn is the synaptic gain strength and the subscripts m, n are the size of the linking range in the PCNN. β is the linking strength or linking coefficient. θ ij is the threshold. α L and α θ are the attenuation time constants of L ij (q) and θ ij (q). V L and V θ are the amplitude gains.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will provide a more detailed description of the proposed method based on RSR and an adaptive PCNN. Suppose A and B are two registered source images. The fusion framework of the RSR-PCNN can be divided into the following segments.
A. IMAGE DECOMPOSITION BASED ON RSR
Before performing the RSR, we first need to identify the joint dictionary. The sliding window technique is used in image 
The dictionary constructed using a single image cannot obtain the sparsest coefficients, but the joint dictionary combined using two dictionaries which are generated by different source images can make the information in the dictionary more complete. Therefore, the joint dictionary is used for sparse representation of the source images, and the sparse coefficients with a higher degree of sparseness can be obtained. This paper constructs a joint dictionary which combines the two dictionaries D A and D B . The joint dictionary is denoted as
, and D AB is returned to the RSR model to identify the solution.
The robust sparse representation of the data matrix Y A and Y B can be acquired by using joint dictionary D AB to solve the following optimization problems (14) and (15) .
where X A and X B are the sparse coefficient matrices of the source images, respectively. Meanwhile, E A and E B are the reconstruction error matrices of the source images, respectively. To avoid E A and E B from becoming zero matrices, the constraints diag (X A ) = 0 and diag (X B ) = 0 are formulated. The algorithm 1 is used to solve the optimization problems (14) and (15).
B. INITIAL DECISION MAP
Through the RSR, the source images are divided into a sparse coefficients matrix X and a reconstruction error matrix E, as shown in Fig. 1 . Matrix E includes the high-frequency information of a multifocus image, and we employ it instead of the usual sparse representation coefficients to determine the focused and defocused regions of the multifocus input images. In the previous methods, the source images were used to motivate the PCNN directly. However, humans are often sensitive to features, e.g., edges, textures and contrast. So, a pure use of pixel value of image is not enough. In this paper, the residuals matrix E is used to activate PCNN. The matrix E contains more details of the source image, so it is benefit to activate PCNN. The focused and defocused regions of the input images can be better judged
While The result is not convergent DO (1) Fix X and update E with formula (4); (2) Fix E and update X with formula (5); (3) Update the Lagrange function L using the following formula:
(4) Update µ using the following formula:
, and its meaning is the maximum of the sum of the absolute values of each row element in the matrix. END WHILE Output: sparse coefficients matrix X , residuals matrix E.
when the matrix E is used. Instead of using the PCNN in the reconstruction error matrix directly, SF is considered as the image gradient features because it can reflect the activitylevel and clarity information of an image [34] . Thus, we use SF to motivate the PCNN, and it is defined as follows:
where M × N is the size of the slipping window, and it is set as 3 × 3. I (i, j) denotes the pixel value of the image located at (i, j). As seen from [28] and [29] , the linking strength β of the PCNN has a certain relationship with the pixel characteristic of an image, and β should reflect the importance of a pixel relative to its surrounding pixels. A larger of β means the PCNN neuron was captured and fired more easily and quickly. Meanwhile, the human visual nonlinearity characteristics can determine the pixel relative to its surrounding pixels whether they are visually important or not. Therefore, this paper proposes visual saliency to be the PCNN linking strength. Saliency maps can show features noticeable by people. Therefore, for a pixel SF (i, j), the corresponding pixel of the saliency map of source image is defined as the PCNN linking strength.
A method of saliency extraction with efficiency and performance is proposed in [35] . For an image I (x), the twodimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used to get the amplitude A (f ) and phase P (f ). Then, the logarithmic of A (f ) is taken to obtain L (f ). A mean filter with 3 × 3 is applied to calculate the spectrum difference R (f ). The formulas are as follows:
where F denotes DFT. ϕ (·) and φ (·) indicates the amplitude operation and phase operation, respectively. * is the convolution operation, and h n (f ) is a matrix with n × n. In this paper, n is 3, and the definition of h n (f ) is as follows:
where O is a matrix in which the value of the element is 1. Then, the inverse Fourier transform is performed and the salience map S (x) is acquired by using a Gaussian filtering to eliminate the few isolated salient points.
where F −1 is the inverse Fourier transform, and g (x) is the Gaussian filter. Through the PCNN model, we can obtain the initial decision map using the following rule.
where H initial is the initial decision map, and T is the ignition frequency. The definition of T is:
C. FINAL DECISION MAP
The focus regions may contain some defocused patches; likewise, the defocus regions may contain some focused patches.
To address these situations, a morphological small object removing operation was applied to remove the noise based on opening and closing operations. Additionally, the boundary between the focus and the defocus region may deviate from the true boundary. To make the boundary closer to the true boundary, morphological opening and closing operations are employed to process the H initial after removing the small objects.
1) SMALL OBJECT REMOVING
If the pixel number of a region is smaller than NUM, it is regarded as a small object and the morphological small object removing operation will be performed, expressed as:
RSO(•) is the morphological small object removing operation [36] . NUM is the maximum pixel number of the small object removed. In this paper, the value of NUM is set as 300.
2) MORPHOLOGICAL OPENING OPERATION
In this stage, the morphological opening operation is employed to H 1 with the structuring element B, and this procedure is expressed as
B is a square structuring element whose width is 5 pixels;
• is the morphological opening operator.
3) MORPHOLOGICAL CLOSING OPERATION
Like the morphological opening operation, the morphological closing operation is defined as:
• is the morphological opening operator. Through the above post-processing, the narrow connections and small protrusions can be eliminated. Meanwhile, the narrow gaps can be linked and holes that are smaller than the structure element can be filled. Then, an optimized decision map H final can be obtained.
D. IMAGE FUSION
Once the final decision map of the source images is constructed, the fused image can be generated according to the following function:
where I F is the fused image. Therefore, the general framework of the RSR-PCNN can be depicted by Fig. 2 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the evaluation index system will be presented first, and then the experimental data and settings will be discussed. Finally, the experimental results and the computational efficiency will be analyzed.
A. EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEMS
Normally, it is difficult for us to perceive the difference in the fusion results only by visual inspection. To quantitatively compare the difference between the proposed method and the contrast methods, three widely used indices are introduced. Mutual information (Q MI ) [37] , edge information preservation (Q AB/F ) [38] and modified structural similarity metric (Q SSIM ) [39] form the evaluation index system.
1) MUTUAL INFORMATION (Q MI )
Q MI can reflect how much information is transmitted from the source image to the fused image. Q MI is defined as follows:
where the definition of MI AF and MI BF are shown as follows:
where L is the number of intensity levels. p A , p B and p F are the normalized gray histogram of A, B and F. p AF (a, f ) and p BF (a, f ) are joint gray histograms between the fused image and the source image. The greater the value of Q MI , the more information is transferred from the source image and the better the fusion result.
2) EDGE INFORMATION PRESERVATION (Q AB/F )
This index reflects the level of input gradient information transferred into the fused image. The lager the value is, the better the fusion performance of the fusion method.
Its definition is:
where
represent the values of the edge strength and orientation preservation, respectively. ω A (m, n) is the edge strength. Q BF (m, n) is similar to Q AF (m, n). The size of the source image is M × N .
3) MODIFIED STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY METRIC (Q SSIM )
This index is based on the structure similarity and applied to measure the degree of structure preservation. The closer the value is to 1, the better the fusion result, which is defined as:
where the size of the sliding window w is 7 × 7, SSIM is the structural similarity. τ (w) is the local weighting and is calculated by
where s(A|w) and s(B|w) is the variance of the source images A and B in w. 
B. THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SETTINGS
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed fusion method, five groups of images with registration and two groups of images with misregistration were selected to compare in the experiments, including disk, clock, plant, newsp, pepsi, lab and girl, as shown in Fig. 3 . The size of the disk, plant and lab are 320 × 240, clock and Pepsi are 256 × 256, newsp is 322×234, and girl is 636×476. To further prove that the performance of the proposed method is superior, several mainstream fusion methods have been introduced for comparison, which include NSCT combined with pulse-coupled neural network (NSCT-PCNN) [33] , NSCT-SF-PCNN [33] , NSCT-SR [40] , SR-BOMP [41] with the dictionary learned from the source images, wavelet-based statistical sharpness measure (WSSM) [42] , self-similarity and depth information (SSDI) [43] , and deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The activity level measurement and fusion rule of CNN are generated through learning a convolutional neural network model, and CNN are trained by high-quality image patches and their blurred version [44] . All experiments are carried out in MATLAB2014a. The parameter settings of the comparison method are consistent with those in the original literature. When the RSR model is applied, the parameter λ in Eq. (1) and the size of sliding window will affect the fusion result. Therefore, it is critical to choose a suitable parameter and an image block size. First, we evaluated the performance of the parameter λ. During this process, the image block size was fixed. The problem of the image block size setting was discussed by Liu et al. [20] . In multifocus image fusion, object edges in multiple source images have different sharpness so that the locations are not exactly the same, thus, a relatively large block size is preferred. In [20] , the size of the block was set to 9. The larger the image block, the less time required. Therefore, the block size was set to 12 in the experiment, and the value of λ range from 5 to 60. Additionally, different types of multifocus images shown in Fig. 3 were used as test images to evaluate the performance of different parameters. To save space, we took the source images illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) as an example to show the performance of those parameters. Fig. 4 shows the values of the three indices and the time. It can be seen that Q MI and Q SSIM are the maximum values when λ = 15, and it requires less time. Although the value of Q AB/F is nominal, it is 0.007 smaller than the maximum. Therefore, considering all factors from Fig. 5 , the value of λ was set to 15.
The above analysis first fixed the size of the block and then determined the optimal value of λ.To further prove that it is more beneficial to the proposed method when the block size 20144 VOLUME 6, 2018 is 12, we fixed the value of λ(λ = 15) to discuss the effect of the block size on the fusion results. TABLE 1 gives the performance of the fusion results with different parameters. When the sliding window size is 6 or 12, the fusion performance was better than 8 and 16, but there was little difference between the two. If a value must be chosen from 6 or 12, we chose 12, because it requires less time. To summarize, the sliding window size was 12.
C. FUSING MULTIFOCUS IMAGES WITH REGISTRATION
In this subsection, we employ several pairs of multifocus images with registration to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. Fig. 5 (a) -(h) are the fusion results of the source image ''disk'' using different methods. It can be seen from (a)-(c) that the edges of the books have different degrees of artifacts, and the fusion results obtained by other methods are improved at the edge of the book. It is difficult to correctly distinguish the quality of the fused image only by observing the fusion results, so we introduced the residual image. The residual image can compare the fusion effects of different methods intuitively. In the residual image, the residual feature of the focus region of the source image is smaller, indicating that more information is transferred to the fused image, i.e., the less the residual, the better the corresponding method. The residual images between the fused images ( Fig. 5 (a)-(h) ) and the source images (focus on the left) are shown in Fig. 5 (i)-(p) .
It is clear from Fig. 5 (i) -(p) that the performance of these fusion methods presented differences when experiments were conducted on the same multifocus image. The fused images obtained by NSCT-PCNN and NSCT-SF-PCNN were clearer than any of the source images, but the fusion results were still unsatisfactory. In Fig. 5 (i)-(j) , there is significant residual information on the left side of the images, and the left contour of the fused image was clear. The fusion results obtained by NSCT-SR and SR-BOMP were improved in the visual effect, and the clarity of the fused image was also enhanced, as shown in Fig. 5 (c)-(d) . The corresponding residual information was reduced, but the left outlines of the fused images were dimly visible in Fig. 5 (k)-(l) . The residual information shown in Fig. 5 (m)-(o) indicates that the fusion methods based on WSSM, SSDI and CNN are superior in preserving image information compared to the previous fusion methods, but there remains a gap compared with the method proposed in this paper. Some information was still retained in the upper right corner and lower left corner of the residual image, which can be seen in the marked blue rectangle. However, the fused image acquired by the proposed RSR-PCNN is more appropriate in the subjective effect because the image definition is higher, and the residual information is also less than other methods which means that the method based on RSR-PCNN transfers almost all of the focus information to the fused image. Fig. 6 shows the fusion images and the residual images of the ''clock'' image set with different fusion methods. From Fig. 6 (a)-(h) , it is difficult to see which method achieves better results. However, it is clear that the proposed algorithm is superior to other methods through carefully comparing the residual images shown in Fig. 6 (i)-(p) . The residual image of the RSR-PCNN is the lowest in the eight results, and other results have some residual information, especially in the blue box area. Fig. 6 (i) and (k)-(m) have more residual information in the blue box which is located at the top of images, and (j), (n) have little residual information. There are almost no residues in the top of residual image obtained by CNN, but the number 8 and 9 can be seen in the middle of the residual image. Only the RSR-PCNN has no residual information in the two blue boxes. Therefore, based on the above analysis, it can be shown that the proposed method based on the RSR-PCNN effectively achieves the best fusion result.
To save space, only some comparison experiments are given. But we will give the quality evaluation of the fusion results of all source images(shown in Fig. 3 ) in the subsection E.
D. FUSING MULTIFOCUS IMAGES WITH MISREGISTRATION
The RSR method has good robustness for image that is misregistration, so the advantage of the proposed RSR-PCNN fusion method will be demonstrated in this subsection. There VOLUME 6, 2018 are two special source images in Fig. 3 , and they are ''lab'' (Fig. 3(f) ) and ''girl'' (Fig. 3(g) ). Due to the time difference when taking the photos, the head of the people has a displacement in ''lab''. Meanwhile, in Fig. 3(g) , it can be seen that the arm of the girl sometimes is down and sometimes is up.
The fusion results and the residual images of ''lab'' are shown in Fig. 7 . From the fusion results as shown in Fig. 7 (a)-(d) , there are distinct artifacts in the human head. The fusion results of the remaining four methods are visually satisfactory. The residual images shown in Fig. 7 (i)-(p) indicate that the fusion results obtained by the latter four methods were better than those of the first four methods. However, the methods based on WSSM and SSDI still have residual information in different degrees in the human head. The methods based on CNN and the RSR-PCNN handle the displacement of the human head well, but there is some residual information in the edge of clock of the CNN method. The proposed RSR-PCNN based method can not only address the displacement of the source image well, but also has an acceptable fusion effect in the edge of the focusing area. In general, the RSR-PCNN performs the best out of the eight fusion methods.
To further prove the robustness of the proposed method, the experiment is also carried out on ''girl''. The fusion results and the corresponding residual images are shown in Fig. 8 . To observe the fusion results more clearly, the partial enlarged detail of the fusion results and the residual images are given. From Fig. 8 (a) -(d) , it can be seen that these four methods are not very ideal in visual effects, especially in the head of the girl. Through observing the residual images Fig. 8 (i)-(l) , there is a lot of residual information on the right side of the image. The outline of the girl is obvious, which indicates that these four methods are not effective. Compared with the first four methods, the methods based on WSSM and SSDI are improved. However, there are still some artifacts on the head of girl. Some information on the head of the girl is lost when 20148 VOLUME 6, 2018 applying the method based on WSSM, while the method based on SSDI has a certain degree of artifacts. This is also illustrated by Fig. 8 (m) and (n). Moreover, these two methods also have some residual information on the edge of the image, which indicates that they cannot deal with the problem of image edge well. From Fig. 8(g)-(h) , the methods based on CNN and RSR-PCNN are ideal in visual effects. However, it can be found that the method based on RSR-PCNN is better than CNN when dealing with the edge of the tree. There is some blur in the method based on CNN. The outline of the girl's left can be seen from Fig. 8(o) , but there is hardly any residual information on the right side of Fig. 8(p) . To sum up, the method based on RSR-PCNN is superior to several other methods.
Sometimes, it is difficult to accurately identify the difference between images only by observing the fusion results and residuals. Therefore, we introduced an objective evaluation to measure the quality of the fusion results which were obtained using the different methods.
E. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
The evaluation index system was introduced in section A. These three indices were applied to quantitatively analyze the fusion results and the evaluation results are shown in TABLE 2. The best results for each index are labeled in bold. One point of particular note is that the results based on the SR-BOMP method are the average of the five experiments.
From TABLE 2, it can be seen that the values of Q MI , Q AB/F and Q SSIM of the RSR-PCNN are higher than those of other methods. The greater the Q MI value, the better the fusion result. That is, the fusion result contains more information from the source images. The largest Q AB/F means that the corresponding method can well preserve the edge information of the source images. Meanwhile, Q SSIM measures the degree of structural retention, and the maximum value of Q SSIM shows that the method is better than other methods. Therefore, a conclusion can be proposed that the RSR-PCNN is superior to the other seven methods through analyzing the performance of the three evaluation indices.
F. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
When an acceptable fusion result is obtained, its timeliness should be taken into account. The computational efficiency of the different fusion methods were compared in Table 3 which shows the average time-consumption of the seven groups of images in the experiments by using different fusion methods.
It is well known that SR based algorithms are timeconsuming, especially when the algorithms learn an overcomplete dictionary from the input source images. There are three methods which use SR in these eight methods. Among them, the over-complete dictionaries of SR-BOMP and the RSR-PCNN are learned from the source images, so the two methods are more time-consuming than NSCT-SR. However, SR-BOMP takes more time than the RSR-PCNN. As shown in Table 3 , the SR-BOMP method is the most time consuming. The methods based on NSCT-PCNN and NSCT-SF-PCNN are also not efficient. For spatial domain fusion methods, WSSM, SSDI and CNN, they are less timeconsuming compared with other methods. In terms of rankings, the RSR-PCNN ranks fifth. Therefore, based on the overall analysis, the proposed RSR-PCNN method efficiently improves the performance of the fused image.
V. CONCLUSION
A multifocus image fusion method based on RSR and adaptive PCNN, called RSR-PCNN, was presented in this paper. The RSR model was proposed to represent the source images, and each of the source images was first decomposed into a sparse coefficients matrix and a reconstruction error matrix. Then, the SF of the reconstruction error matrix was devised to motivate the neurons of the PCNN. Meanwhile, a new linking strength parameter was designed which uses the saliency maps of the source images as the adaptive parameter. Subsequently, through comparing the ignition frequency maps, the initial decision map was acquired. Next, the morphological opening and closing operations were constructed to optimize the initial decision map, and then the final decision map was obtained. Last, the fused image was obtained by employing a weighted fusion rule with the final decision map. The results of the subjective and objective evaluations on several experiments indicated that the proposed RSR-PCNN method is superior to several popular fusion methods. In the future, we will focus on improving the efficiency of the method. JUN SUN received the B.S. degree in communication engineering from Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo, China, in 2015. He is currently pursuing the M.S. degree in electronic and communication engineering with the Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics, Nanchang, China. His current research interests include image super resolution, sparse representation, and image processing. VOLUME 6, 2018 
